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Understanding why 

the appearance o 

your store matters! 

We've spent a lot of time talking about how your ''behaviors'' impact 

customer experience but what about your store's physical appearance? 

Do you understand the relationship that exists between store appearance 

and customer experience? 

A few things to consider: 

⇒ Messy or dirty stores contribute heavily to negative customer

experiences

⇒ 50% of customers will avoid a store altogether because it looks ''dirty''

from the outside

⇒ 65% of customers would consider leaving a store due to its physical

appearance

⇒ 40% of shoppers that do stay will spend less time and money than in a

clean, well organized store

⇒ Customers want stores that are ''shoppable'' by being organized,

clean, and easy for them to locate the items they are looking for

⇒ A single negative experience such as a dirty bathroom, a broken

shelf or a parking lot issue will endanger brand loyalty and repeat

purchases

TODAY
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S TOPIC: FOLLO UP THAT MATTERS 

Remember, maintaining a relationship after the sale is important to both 
keeping current customers as well as securing new customers through 
referrals and add-a-line opportunities 

• Make sure to call new customers:

⇒ 2 Days after activation to confirm their service is working properly and
to identify if they have any outstanding needs

⇒ 2 Weeks after activation to remind customers of their upcoming
payment, confirm product satisfaction and to lay the foundation for
future referral opportunities

⇒ 2 Months after activation to lock in their 3rd plan payment and to
continue to investigate for additional business opportunities

Watch a video on the importance of the 2-2-2 Follow Up program. 

http://retailers.tfdap.com/emails/20190605_twer_cxt/video/index.html
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